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Pioneers in the segment, since
1993 we constantly evolve our
equipment lines and innovate
fitness industry. We have widely
invested in technology research
and used the most advanced
automation techniques in the
processes of development and
manufacture of our products.
Our production uses 3D printers
for prototypes, CNC machining
centers, high precision CNC
cutting and lathe of tubes,
cutting of steel with plasma CNC
technology and welding robotized
cells. All this technology, allied
to our high qualified professional

team, results in modern and high
performance equipment, which
elevates the level of gymnasiums
and allows athletes – both
professional or amateur – to
obtain best performance in their
physic activities.
We offer personalized costumer
services, products for immediate
delivery, and agile and efficient
Technical Assistance Services,
overcoming expectations and
meeting the highest requirements
of fitness industry, national and
internationally.

BRAZILIAN
COMPANY
OF EXERCISE
EQUIPMENT

Embreex’s plant,
built in its
own 56.000m2
industrial lot,
in Brusque, SC,
Brazil.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
AND HIGH DURABILIT Y
CONTEMPORARY
PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT.
MANUFACTURED WITH EDGE
TECHNOLOGY TO PROVIDE
HIGHEST PERFORMANCE IN
GYMS.

PREMIUM
PROFESSIONAL LINE
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

TREADMILL 860 AND 860TS

PANEL 860: programmable and multifunctional, with 6 LED displays. Speed,

SHOCK ABSORBER SYSTEM: exclusive Soft Deck® Shock Absorber System.

stopwatch, distance, inclination, caloric burn and cardiac monitoring functions.

INCLINATION SYSTEM: electronic from 0% to 20%.

PANEL 860TS: programmable and multifunctional, with Bluetooth technology and

SAFETY SYSTEM: easy-access emergency button, strategically positioned on the

with 15-inch color Touch Screen display to play films and to electronic monitor your

frontal hand support, near the user.

training. Speed, stopwatch, distance, inclination, caloric burn and cardiac monitoring

LUBRICATION: annual – Lubrex Pro® or periodic (through conductor tube);

functions.

CARDIAC MONITORING: telemetry (thoracic belt receptor) and grip pulse sensors

TRAINING PROGRAMS: 26 programs – manual, predefined, caloric burn, heart rate

strategically positioned on the front support.

and customizable programs, with audible indicators in all training stages.

STRUCTURE: extra-robust, carbon steel 100% coated with anodized aluminum,

COMMAND SHORTCUTS: 12 shortcuts to speed and inclination.

high-strength ABS fairing and console.

AMENITIES:
- panel equipped with MP3 player, high-powered speakers and headphone jack,
which allow users to watch movies or listen to their favorite playlists during training;

P R E M I U M
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- high-powered directional fan;
- anatomical handle with soft finish, which provides greater comfort;
- 2 bottle holders and 2 wide accessory supports;
- frontal hand support extra-equipped with heart rate sensors and emergency
button, which provides greater comfort and safety, principally to beginners and
special athletes;
- 4 adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling.

Motor

AC 4.6 HP peak power

Speed

1,0 to 22 km/h

Area of use

157 x 57 cm (L x W)

Belt alignment

Self-centering rollers

Capacity of use

200 kg

Dimensions

220 x 91.5 x 162,5 cm (L x W x H)

Weight of the equipment

170 kg

Voltage

220V

Transport

Front wheels and anatomical carbon-steel handles for
easy locomotion

- Panel with MP3 player, highpowered speakers and headphone
jack.
- Largest screen in class! 15-inch
color Touch Screen display to play
films and electronic graphics to
monitor your training.

- Anodized aluminum coating with
chrome-plated details. Sophistication.

- Electronic inclination up to 20%.
Highest inclination in class!
- Soft Deck® Shock Absorber System:
exclusive shock absorber system
that provides greater comfort during
training and reduces considerably
shock on users’ joints.

- Wide non-slip stirrups for
greater safety.
- Adjustable foot pads for
perfect leveling.

TREADMILL
860 AND
860TS
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

TREADMILL 820EX AND 820EXI

PANEL 820EX: programmable and multifunctional, with 7-inch LCD display, with

SHOCK ABSORBER SYSTEM: exclusive Soft Deck® Shock Absorber System.

backlight and electronic graphics. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn and

INCLINATION SYSTEM: electronic from 0% to 15% (820EXi).

cardiac monitoring functions.

SAFETY SYSTEM: easy-access emergency button, strategically positioned in the

PANEL 820EXi: programmable and multifunctional, with 7-inch LCD display, with

console center, near the user.

backlight and electronic graphics. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac

LUBRICATION: annual – Lubrex Pro® or periodic (through conductor tube).

monitoring and inclination functions.

CARDIAC MONITORING: telemetry (thoracic belt receptor) and grip pulse sensors

TRAINING PROGRAMS: 59 programs – manual, predefined, caloric burn, heart rate

strategically positioned on the handles.

and customizable programs, with audible indicators in all training stages.

STRUCTURE: robust, carbon steel with electrostatic coating, anodized aluminum,

COMMAND SHORTCUTS: 12 shortcuts to speed and training programs.

high-strength ABS fairing and wide high-density polyethylene console.

P R E M I U M
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AMENITIES:
- exclusive panel with special Smartphone recharge function;

Motor

AC 4.0 HP peak power

- support for Smartphones, tables and books strategically positioned;

Speed

1,2 to 20 km/h

- extra speed and inclination commands on the handlebars for greater comfort,

Area of use

157 x 54 cm (L x W)

principally for special athletes;

Belt alignment

Self-centering rollers

- reference chart of heart rate ans caloric burn;

Capacity of use

150 kg

- 2 bottle holders and 2 wide accessory supports;

Dimensions

202 x 87 x 157 cm (L x W x H)

- anatomical and easy-cleaning handles;

Weight of the equipment

120 kg

- non-slip stirrups along the whole area of use for greater safety.

Voltage

110V or 220V

Transport

Front wheels and back handles for easy locomotion

The widest range of training
programs in class! 59 exclusive
programs, all with audible indicators
and electronic graphics on 7-inch
LCD display.

- Electronic inclination – from 0 to
15% (820 Exi).
- Soft Deck® Shock Absorber System:
exclusive shock absorber system
that provides greater comfort during
training and reduces considerably
shock on users’ joints.

- Anodized aluminum coating with
chrome-plated details. Sophistication.

Anatomical handles with cardiac
monitoring sensors and extra speed
and inclination commands for greater
comfort.

TREADMILL
820EX AND
820EXI
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

TREADMILL 800EX AND 800EXI

PANEL 800EX: programmable and multifunctional, with LCD display and backlight.

SAFETY SYSTEM: magnetic switch.

Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn and cardiac monitoring functions.

LUBRICATION: annual – Lubrex Pro® or periodic (through conductor tube).

PANEL 820EXi: programmable and multifunctional, with LCD display and backlight.

CARDIAC MONITORING: telemetry (thoracic belt receptor) and grip pulse sensors

Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac monitoring and inclination

strategically positioned on the handles.

functions.

STRUCTURE: robust, carbon steel with electrostatic coating, anodized aluminum,

TRAINING PROGRAMS: 9 programs (1 manual and 8 predefined) with audible

high-strength ABS fairing and wide high-density polyethylene console.

indicators in all training stages.
- 2 bottle holders and 2 wide accessory supports;

Motor

AC 4.0 HP peak power

- extra speed and inclination commands strategically positioned on the handlebars,

Speed

1,2 to 18 km/h

for greater comfort, principally for special athletes;

Area of use

145 x 50 cm (L x W)

- anatomical and easy-cleaning handles;

Belt alignment

Self-centering rollers

- reference chart of heart rate ans caloric burn;

Capacity of use

150 kg

LI N E

- non-slip stirrups along the whole area of use for greater safety.

Dimensions

183 x 86 x 136 cm (L x W x H)

Weight of the equipment

108 kg

P R E M I U M

AMENITIES:

SHOCK ABSORBER SYSTEM: elastic cushions strategically positioned.

Voltage

110V or 220V

INCLINATION SYSTEM: electronic from 0% to 17% (800EXi).

Transport

Front wheels and back handles for easy locomotion

Multifunctional LCD panel with blue
backlight and9 training programs.

Electronic inclination – from 0 to 17%
(800 EXi).

Anatomical handles with cardiac
monitoring sensors, extra speedand
inclination commands for
greater comfort.

TREADMILL
800EX AND
800EXI
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

TREADMILL 566BX 3.0 566BX 1.8 AND 566BXI

PANEL 566BX 3.0 AND 1.8: multifunctional, with 5 easy-operation LCD displays. Speed,

Motor

566BXi and 566BX 3.0

AC 3.0 HP peak power

stopwatch, distance, caloric burn and cardiac monitoring functions.

Motor

566BX 1.8

AC 1.8 HP peak power

PANEL 566BXi: programmable and multifunctional, with 5 easy-operation LCD displays and

Speed

566BXi and 566BX 3.0

1,0 to 18 km/h

graphics of training programs. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac monitoring

Speed

566BX 1.8

1,0 to 14 km/h

and inclination functions.

Area of use

144 x 50 cm (L x W)

TRAINING PROGRAMS: 8 programs (1 manual and 7 predefined) with audible indicators in all

Belt alignment

Self-centering rollers

training stages (566BXi).

Capacity of use 566BXi and 566BX 3.0

150 kg

COMMAND SHORTCUTS: 5 shortcuts to speed programs.

Capacity of use 566BX 1.8

120 kg

AMENITIES:

Dimensions

183 x 86 x 161 cm (L x W x H)

- 2 bottle holders and 2 accessory supports;

Weight of the equipment

84 kg

- reference chart of heart rate ans caloric burn;

Voltage

110V or 220V

- non-slip stirrups along the whole area of use for greater safety.

Transport

Front wheels and back handles

LI N E

SHOCK ABSORBER SYSTEM: elastic cushions strategically positioned.

P R E M I U M

for easy locomotion

SAFETY SYSTEM: magnetic switch.

INCLINATION SYSTEM: electronic from 0% to 15% (566BXi).
LUBRICATION: through conductor tube.
CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned on the handles.
STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating and high-strength ABS fairing.

Intuitive multifunctional panel with
5 LCD displays.

Electronic inclination – from
0 to 15% (566 BXi).

TREADMILL
566BX 3.0
566BX 1.8 AND
566BXI
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

ELLIPTICAL MACHINE 212GX AND 212SX

PANEL 212GX: programmable and multifunctional, with 7-inch LCD display, with

AMENITIES:

backlight and electronic graphics. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac

- wide accessory support and easy-access bottle holder;

monitoring and Recovery functions to monitor physical condition.

- panel with support for Smartphones, tablets and books strategically positioned;

PANEL 212SX: programmable and multifunctional, with LCD display and electronic

- wide non-slip pedals for greater safety;

graphics. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, power and cardiac monitoring

- textured handles with anti-fungus protection and non-slip covering for greater comfort

functions.

and safety;

ENERGY SYSTEM:

- articulated arms with bearings grant smoothness to movements and provide longer

212GX – self powered by high power generator.

durability;

212SX – Embreex Smart Load®: exclusive long-life rechargeable technology

- exclusive easy removable fairing for greater agility in maintenance;

that eliminates the frequent replacement of batteries and the accumulation of

- reference chart of heart rate ans caloric burn;

power cables in the environment, providing more safety and reducing costs with

- adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling.

P R E M I U M
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maintenance and electricity.
TRAINING PROGRAMS:

STRUCTURE: robust, carbon steel with electrostatic coating, high-density polyethylene

212GX – 60 programs: manual, predefined, caloric burn, power, heart rate and

fairing and high-strength ABS console.

customizable programs.
212SX – 11 programs: manual, programmable and predefined.

Resistance System

Electromagnetic

COMMAND SHORTCUTS: 12 shortcuts to training programs (212GX).

Electronic Resistance Levels

GX: 32 / SX: 16

CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned on

Capacity of use

150 kg

the central handle.

Dimensions

173 x 64 x 163 cm (L x W x H)

Weight of the equipment

70 kg

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion

- GX system: self-powered by highpower generator.
- The widest range of training
programs in class! 60 exclusive
programs, all with audible indicators
and electronic graphics on 7-inch LCD
display.

- SX system with exclusive Smart
Load® technology: a long-life
rechargeable system that eliminates
the frequent replacement of batteries
and the accumulation of power
cables in the environment. More
safety and less maintenance costs.
- Intuitive multifunctional
programmable panel with color LCD
display.

- Cardiac sensors properly positioned
for greater safety and comfort.
- Panel with support for Smartphones,
tablets and books strategically
positioned.

- Wide non-slip pedals.

ELLIPTICAL
MACHINE
212GX AND
212SX
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

STAIR STEPPER POWER CROSS 280GX AND 280SX

PANEL 280GX: programmable and multifunctional, with 7-inch LCD display, with

AMENITIES:

backlight and electronic graphics. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac

- accessory support and easy-access bottle holder;

monitoring and Recovery functions to monitor physical condition.

- panel with support for Smartphones, tablets and books strategically positioned;

PANEL 280SX: programmable and multifunctional, with color LCD display. Speed,

- wide non-slip pedals for greater safety;

stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, power and cardiac monitoring functions.

- textured handles with non-slip covering for greater comfort and safety;

ENERGY SYSTEM:

- reference chart of heart rate ans caloric burn;

280GX – self powered by high power generator.

- adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling.

280SX – Embreex Smart Load®: exclusive long-life rechargeable technology
that eliminates the frequent replacement of batteries and the accumulation of

P R E M I U M
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power cables in the environment, providing more safety and reducing costs with
maintenance and electricity.

Resistance System

Electromagnetic

TRAINING PROGRAMS:

Electronic Resistance Levels

GX: 32 / SX: 16

280GX – 60 programs: manual, programmable and predefined.

Capacity of use

150 kg

280SX – 11 programs: manual, predefined and heart rate programs.

Dimensions

188 x 76 x 166 cm (L x W x H)

COMMAND SHORTCUTS: 12 shortcuts to training programs (280GX).

Weight of the equipment

108 kg

CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned on the handle.

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion

STRUCTURE: extra-robust, in carbon steel, anodized aluminum and high-strength
ABS fairing.

- GX system: self powered by highpower generator.
- The widest range of training programs
in class! 60 exclusive programs, all
with audible indicators and electronic
graphics on 7-inch LCD display.

- SX system with exclusive Smart
Load® technology: a long-life
rechargeable system that eliminates
the frequent replacement of batteries
and the accumulation of power
cables in the environment. More
safety and less maintenance costs.
- Intuitive multifunctional
programmable panel with color LCD
display.

Textured finish with chrome-plated
details. Sophistication.

- Cardiac sensors properly positioned
for greater safety and comfort.

STAIR STEPPER
POWER CROSS
280GX AND
280SX
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

PEDAL MACHINE CIRCLE FIT 251GX AND 251SX

PANEL 251GX: programmable and multifunctional, with 7-inch LCD display, with

AMENITIES:

backlight and electronic graphics. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac

- easy-access bottle holder;

monitoring and Recovery functions to monitor physical condition.

- panel with support for Smartphones, tablets and books strategically positioned;

PANEL 251SX: programmable and multifunctional, with color LCD display. Speed,

- wide non-slip pedals for greater safety;

stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, power and cardiac monitoring functions.

- soft handles for greater comfort;

ENERGY SYSTEM:

- reference chart of heart rate ans caloric burn;

251GX – self powered by high power generator.

STRUCTURE: carbon steel, anodized aluminum and high-strength ABS fairing.

251SX – Embreex Smart Load®: exclusive long-life rechargeable technology
that eliminates the frequent replacement of batteries and the accumulation of
maintenance and electricity.

Resistance System

Electromagnetic

TRAINING PROGRAMS:

Electronic Resistance Levels

GX: 32 / SX: 16

251GX – 60 programs: manual, programmable and predefined.

Capacity of use

130 kg

251SX – 11 programs: manual, predefined and heart rate programs.

Dimensions

120 x 120 x 165 cm (L x W x H)

COMMAND SHORTCUTS: 12 shortcuts to training programs (251GX).

Weight of the equipment

70 kg

CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned on the handle.

P R E M I U M
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power cables in the environment, providing more safety and reducing costs with

- GX system: self powered by highpower generator.
- The widest range of training programs
in class! 60 exclusive programs, all
with audible indicators and electronic
graphics on 7-inch LCD display.

- SX system with exclusive Smart
Load® technology: a long-life
rechargeable system that eliminates
the frequent replacement of batteries
and the accumulation of power
cables in the environment. More
safety and less maintenance costs.
- Intuitive multifunctional
programmable panel with color LCD
display.

Chrome on aluminum profile.
Sophistication.

- Extra-robust axis and strengthened
flange for maximum performance and
durability.
- Wide non-slip pedals for greater
comfort and safety.

PEDAL MACHINE
CIRCLE FIT
251GX AND
251SX
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

SPINNING BIKE 350

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM:

SEAT DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT:

belt, providing smooth and silent movements.

microadjustment that allows perfect adjustment for all user profiles.

FLYWHEEL:

STRUCTURE:

20 kg cast iron with Hard Chrome finish.

carbon steel with electrostatic coating.

BRAKE SYSTEM:

FOOT PADS:

Axial by friction.

4 adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling.

FAIRING:

PEDALS:

High-strength ABS.

self-balanced, with toe clip and safety straps for greater confidence in advanced

HANDLEBAR:

training.

Textured touch and shape that allows wide varieties of use.

EMERGENCY SYSTEM:

SEAT:

easy-access handle for immediate stop.

P R E M I U M
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anatomical, comfortable and waterproof for better hygiene;
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:

Capacity of use

140 kg

wide height variation, by knob.

Dimensions

129 x 50 x 113 cm (L x W x H)

HANDLEBAR DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT:

Weight of the equipment

65 kg

microadjustment that allows perfect adjustment for all user profiles.

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion

SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:
wide height variation, by knob.

20kg-cast-iron flywheel, with Hard
Chrome finish and axial brake.

- Handlebar with textured touch and
shape that allows wide varieties of
use.
- Wide height adjustment variation
and microadjustment that allows
perfect distance adjustment for all
user profiles.
- easy-access emergency handle for
immediate stop.

- Anatomical and comfortable seat,
with waterproof finish for better
hygiene.
- Wide height adjustment variation
and microadjustment that allows
perfect distance adjustment for all
user profiles.

Self-balanced pedals with safety
straps for greater confidence in
advanced training.

SPINNING
BIKE
350
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

SPINNING BIKE 343

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM:

microadjustment that allows perfect adjustment for all user profiles.

chain, for high durability

STRUCTURE:

FLYWHEEL:

carbon steel with electrostatic coating.

22,5 kg cast iron with Hard Chrome finish.

FOOT PADS:

BRAKE SYSTEM:

4 adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling.

Axial by friction.

PEDALS:

FAIRING:

non-slip pedals, with toe clip and safety straps for greater confidence in advanced

High-strength ABS.

training.

HANDLEBAR:

EMERGENCY SYSTEM:

Textured touch, with anti fungal protections and shape that allows wide varieties of

easy-access handle for immediate stop.

use.
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SEAT:
anatomical, comfortable and waterproof for better hygiene;

Capacity of use

140 kg

HANDLEBAR HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:

Dimensions

120 x 47 x 124 cm (L x W x H)

wide height variation, by knob.

Weight of the equipment

56 kg

SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion

wide height variation, by knob.
SEAT DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT:

- 22,5kg-cast-iron flywheel, with Hard
Chrome finish and axial brake.

- Handlebar with textured touch and
shape that allows wide varieties of
use.
- Wide height adjustment variation for
all user profiles.
- easy-access emergency handle for
immediate stop.

- Anatomical and comfortable seat,
with waterproof finish for better
hygiene.
- Wide height adjustment variation for
all user profiles.

Non- slip pedals with safety straps
for greater confidence in advanced
training.

SPINNING
BIKE
343
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INDOOR BIKE 364GX AND 364SX

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
PANEL 364GX: programmable and multifunctional, with 7-inch LCD display, with

AMENITIES:

backlight and electronic graphics. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac

- easy-access bottle holder;

monitoring and Recovery functions to monitor physical condition.

- panel with support for Smartphones, tablets and books strategically positioned;

PANEL 364SX: programmable and multifunctional, with color LCD display. Speed,

- non-slip, self-balanced pedals with safety straps for greater confidence in advanced

stopwatch, distance, calorie burn, power and cardiac monitoring functions.

training;

ENERGY SYSTEM:

- soft handlebar with 3 positions of use for greater comfort;

364GX - self powered by high power generator.

- anatomical, comfortable and waterproof seat for better hygiene;

364SX - Embreex Smart Load®: exclusive long-life rechargeable technology

- wide adjustment of seat height in an easy and practical way;

that eliminates the frequent replacement of batteries and the accumulation of

- reference chart of heart rate and caloric burn;

power cables in the environment, providing more safety and reducing costs with

- exclusive easy removable fairing for greater agility in maintenance.

maintenance and electricity.

STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating, high density polyethylene fairing

TRAINING PROGRAMS:

and high strength ABS console.

364SX - 11 programs: manual, pre-defined and heart rate programs.

Resistance System

Electromagnetic

COMMAND SHORTCUTS: 12 shortcuts to training programs (364GX).

Electronic Resistance Levels

GX: 32 / SX: 16

CARDIAC MONITORING: hand pulse sensors strategically placed on the handlebar.

Capacity of use

150 kg

Dimensions

105 x 54 x 135 cm (W x H x H)

Weight of the equipment

40 kg

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion
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364GX - 60 programs: manual, programmable and pre-defined.

- GX system: self-powered by high
power generator.
- The widest range of training
programs in the category!
60 exclusive programs, all with
audible indicators and electronic
graphics on 7-inch LCD display.

- SX system with exclusive Smart Load®
technology: a long-life rechargeable
system that eliminates the frequent
replacement of batteries and the
accumulation of power cables in the
environment. More safety and less
maintenance costs.
- Intuitive multifunctional programmable
panel with color LCD display.

- Anatomical, comfortable and
waterproof seat for better hygiene.
- Wide height adjustment in an easy
and practical way.

- Non-slip, self-balanced pedals with
safety straps for greater confidence
in advanced training.

INDOOR BIKE
364GX AND
364SX
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

INDOOR BIKE 367GX AND 367SX

PANEL 367GX: programmable and multifunctional, with 7-inch LCD display, with

AMENITIES:

backlight and electronic graphics. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac

- internal space with extended passage for easy access and greater comfort;

monitoring and Recovery functions to monitor physical condition.

- easy-access bottle holder;

PANEL 367SX: programmable and multifunctional, with color LCD display. Speed,

- panel with support for Smartphones, tablets and books strategically positioned;

stopwatch, distance, calorie burn, power and cardiac monitoring functions.

- non-slip, self-balanced pedals with safety straps for greater confidence in advanced

ENERGY SYSTEM:

training;

367GX - self powered by high power generator.

- soft handlebar for greater comfort;

367SX - Embreex Smart Load®: exclusive long-life rechargeable technology

- soft anatomical seat with wide backrest for greater comfort;

that eliminates the frequent replacement of batteries and the accumulation of

- wide horizontal adjustment of the seat in an easy and practical way;

power cables in the environment, providing more safety and reducing costs with

- reference chart of heart rate and caloric burn;

maintenance and electricity.

- exclusive easy removable fairing for greater agility in maintenance.

TRAINING PROGRAMS:

STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating, high density polyethylene fairing

367GX - 60 programs: manual, programmable and pre-defined.

and high strength ABS console.

367SX - 11 programs: manual, pre-defined and heart rate programs.
COMMAND SHORTCUTS: 12 shortcuts to training programs (367GX).

Resistance System

Electromagnetic

CARDIAC MONITORING: hand pulse sensors strategically placed on the handlebar

Electronic Resistance Levels

GX: 32 / SX: 16

and chest strap receiver (367GX).

Capacity of use

150 kg

Dimensions

165 x 72 x 133 cm (W x H x H)

Weight of the equipment

56 kg

- GX system: self-powered by high
power generator.
- The widest range of training programs
in the category!
60 exclusive programs, all with audible
indicators and electronic graphics on
7-inch LCD display.

- SX system with exclusive Smart Load®
technology: a long-life rechargeable
system that eliminates the frequent
replacement of batteries and the
accumulation of power cables in the
environment. More safety and less
maintenance costs.
- Intuitive multifunctional programmable
panel with color LCD display.

- Soft anatomical seat with wide

- Non-slip, self-balanced pedals with

backrest for greater comfort.

safety straps for greater confidence

- wide horizontal adjustment of the

in advanced training.

seat in an easy and practical way on
aluminium rail.

INDOOR BIKE
367GX AND
367SX
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

ROWING MACHINE ROW 710

STRUCTURE: Carbon steel with electrostatic antioxidant paint and high strength

AMENITIES:

ABS casings.

- anatomical and soft seat for comfort;

PANEL: multifunctional with LCD display of 5.5 “and blue backlight.

- Anatomical hand grips with a soft touch finish;

FUNCTIONS: Stopwatch, distance, calorie burn, Watt, number of strokes, strokes

- 1.30cm sliding rail provides great range of motion for the most diverse user profiles;

per minute, cardiac monitoring and special function * Recovery for monitoring the

- footrests properly positioned for perfect ergonomics, with non-slip finish and safety

physical condition.

strap for greater confidence in advanced training;

TRAINING PROGRAMS: 12 programs, including 1 manual program, 6 pre-defined

- fully covered transmission mechanism ensures low noise and protection against dirt;

programs and 5 fully customizable programs.

- bottle holder strategically positioned;

RESISTANCE SYSTEM: Electromagnetic for greater smoothness and total control in

- foldable structure for better use of space.

the execution of movements.

P R E M I U M
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LOAD LEVELS: 8 levels for the most diverse training profiles.
Dimensions:

Open: 224 x 51 x 103 cm (W x H x H)
Folded: 128 x 51 x 167 cm (W x H x D)

Equipment weight:

37 kg

Capacity of use:

150 Kg

Transportation:

Castors to facilitate locomotion

Multifunctional panel with 5.5 “LCD
display with blue backlight. Stopwatch,
distance, calorie burn, Watt, number of
paddles, strokes per minute, telemetric
cardiac monitoring and special
recovery function for monitoring the
physical condition.

- Anatomical and soft seat for
comfort;
- Properly positioned footrests for
perfect ergonomics, with non-slip
finish and safety strap for greater
confidence in advanced training.

ROWING
MACHINE
ROW 710
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CLU B

SEMIPROFESSIONAL
EQUIPMENT WITH CLEAN
AND CONTEMPORARY
DESIGN. EQUIPPED WITH
INTUITIVE PANELS AND
EASY-ADJUSTING WIDE
SET T ING OPTIONS. PERFECT
FOR CONDOMINIUMS,
CLUBS, CLINICS AND
HOTELS.

CLUB
SEMIPROFESSIONAL LINE
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TREADMILL
548

TREADMILL 548

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
PANEL: programmable and multifunctional, with LCD display and blue backlight. Speed, stopwatch,

Motor

2 HP

distance, caloric burn and cardiac monitoring functions.

Speed

1,0 to 16 km/h

TRAINING PROGRAMS: 12 speed programs.

Area of use

130 x 46 cm (L x W)

Capacity of use

120 kg

Weight of the equipment

67 kg

- non-slip stirrups along the whole area of use for greater safety;

Voltage

110V or 220V

- folding structure for better use of space, in a fast and practical way.

Transport

Front wheels

SHOCK ABSORBER SYSTEM: elastic cushions strategically positioned.

Dimensions

Open: 170 x 73 x 136 cm (L x W x H)

AMENITIES:
- 2 wide supports for bottles ans accessories;
- reference chart of heart rate ans caloric burn;

INCLINATION SYSTEM: 3 manual inclination levels from 0% to 5%.

Folded: 85 x 73 x 115 cm (L x W x H)

SAFETY SYSTEM: magnetic switch.
LUBRICATION: manual.
CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned on the handle.
STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating, high-strength ABS fairing and high-density
polyethylene console.

Programmable and multifunctional,

Folding structure for better use of

easy-operation panel. Speed,

space, in a fast and practical way.

stopwatch, distance, caloric burn and
cardiac monitoring functions

ELLIPTICAL
MACHINE
219
ELLIPTICAL MACHINE 219

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
PANEL: multifunctional with LCD display. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn and cardiac

Capacity of use

120 kg

monitoring functions.

Dimensions

145 x 69 x 469 cm (L x W x H)

RESISTANCE SYSTEM: magnetic.

Weight of the equipment

53 kg

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion

RESISTANCE LEVELS: 8 levels.
AMENITIES:
- soft handles for greater comfort;
- wide non-slip pedals for greater safety;
- adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling;
- panel with support for Smartphones, tablets and books strategically positioned.
CHARGE LEVELS: 516 W – 125 max.
CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned on the central handle.
STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating and high-strength ABS fairing.

Multifunctional panel with LCD

- Wide non-slip pedals for

display. Speed, stopwatch, distance,

greater safety.

caloric burn and cardiac
monitoring functions.
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ELLIPTICAL
MACHINE
220

TECHNICAL
FEATURES

ELLIPTICAL MACHINE 220

PANEL: multifunctional with 6-inch LCD display. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn and

Capacity of use

120 kg

cardiac monitoring functions.

Dimensions

147 x 65 x 171 cm (L x W x H)

RESISTANCE SYSTEM: magnetic.

Weight of the equipment

70 kg

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion

RESISTANCE LEVELS: 8 levels.
AMENITIES:
- soft handles for greater comfort;
- wide soft non-slip pedals for greater comfort and safety;
- adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling;
CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned on the central handle.
STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating, chrome-plated details and high-strength
ABS fairing.

Multifunctional panel with 6-inch LCD

Tracks with aluminum profiles and

display. Speed, stopwatch, distance,

wide, soft, non-slip pedals for greater

caloric burn and cardiac monitoring

safety.

functions.

SPINNING BIKE 315

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM: belt, providing smooth and silent movements.

STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating and high-strength injected

FLYWHEEL: 20 kg machined carbon steel + Hard Chrome.

ABS.

BRAKE SYSTEM: axial by friction.

FOOT PADS: 4 adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling.

CENTRAL MOVEMENT: axis with bearings.

PEDALS: with safety straps for greater confidence in advanced training.

FAIRING: High-strength ABS.
EMERGENCY SYSTEM: immediate-stop handle strategically positioned.
HANDLEBAR: Textured touch and shape that allows wide varieties of use.
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT: wide height variation, by knob.
HANDLEBAR DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT: microadjustment that allows perfect adjustment for all

Capacity of use

130 kg

user profiles.

Dimensions

106 x 21 x 85 cm (L x W x H)

Weight of the equipment

54 kg

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion

SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT: wide height variation, by knob.
SEAT DISTANCE ADJUSTMENT: microadjustment that allows perfect adjustment
for all user profiles.

SPINNING
BIKE
315

Flywheel protective fairing to

20 kg machined carbon steel

avoid oxidation.

flywheel and Hard Chrome.

Handlebar with textured touch

- Anatomical and comfortable seat,

and shape that allows wide

with waterproof finish for better

varieties of use.

hygiene.
- Wide height adjustment variation
and microadjustment that allows
perfect distance adjustment for all
user profiles.
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TECHNICAL
FEATURES

INDOOR BIKE 309

PANEL: multifunctional LCD. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac monitor-

CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned on the handle.

ing and environment thermometer functions.

STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating, anodized aluminum and high-

RESISTANCE SYSTEM: magnetic.

strength ABS fairing.

RESISTANCE LEVELS: 15 levels.
AMENITIES:
- anatomical and comfortable seat, with wide height and distance adjustment variation;

Capacity of use

120 kg

- panel with support for Smartphones, tablets and books strategically positioned;

Dimensions

112 x 55 x 140 cm (L x W x H)

- non-slip pedals for greater safety;

Weight of the equipment

38 kg

- soft handles with angle adjustment for greater comfort;

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion

- panel with angle adjustment for greater comfort;

- adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling;

CLU B
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- front wheels for easy locomotion.

INDOOR
BIKE
309

Multifunctional LCD panel with angle

Anatomical and comfortable seat with

adjustment for greater comfort.

height adjustment.

Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric
burn, cardiac monitoring and
thermometer functions.

Non-slip pedals for greater safety.

Soft handles with angle adjustment
for greater comfort.

INDOOR BIKE 310

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
PANEL: multifunctional LCD. Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric burn, cardiac monitoring and

CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned

thermometer functions.

on the handle.

RESISTANCE SYSTEM: magnetic.

STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating, anodized aluminum and

RESISTANCE LEVELS: 15 levels.

high-strength ABS fairing.

AMENITIES:
- Wide seat with anatomical backrest and comfortable lateral handles;
- aluminum profile seat distance adjustment;
- panel with angle adjustment for greater comfort;
- panel with support for Smartphones, tablets and books strategically positioned;
- non-slip pedals for greater safety;
- soft handles with angle adjustment for greater comfort;

Capacity of use

120 kg

Dimensions

170 x 69 x 110 cm (L x W x H)

Weight of the equipment

48 kg

Transport

Front wheels for easy locomotion

- adjustable foot pads for perfect leveling;
- front wheels and back handle for easy locomotion.

INDOOR
BIKE
310

Multifunctional LCD panel with angle

Anatomical and soft seat with wide

adjustment for greater comfort.

backrest for greater comfort.

Speed, stopwatch, distance, caloric
burn, cardiac monitoring and
thermometer functions.

Non-slip pedals for greater safety.

Soft handles with angle adjustment
for greater comfort.
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STATION
405

TECHNICAL
FEATURES

STATION 405

AMOUNT OF EXERCISE MODES: 21 exercise modes.

Dimensions

169 x 92 x 210 cm (L x W x H)

STRUCTURE: carbon steel structure and fairing with electrostatic antioxidant covering.

Weight of the equipment 120 kg

WASHERS: plastic finish that reduces considerably shock noise and avoids oxidation.
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM: pulleys with inner bearings for smooth and pleasant movements.
STEEL WIRE ROPE: 5mm thick and with nylon thermoplastic treatment;
LOAD: Up to 45 kg.
GUIDE ROD: carbon steel weight tower guide. Polymer sliding bushings that provide pleasant
movement.
LOAD SELECTION ROD: steel rod with antioxidant coating.
LOAD SELECTION SYSTEM: easy-handling adjustment system, made in carbon steel with antioxidant
covering.
SEAT: comfortable foam backrest and seat, with ecologic leather finish, for longer durability.

- Comfortable foam backrest and

Transmission system through pulleys with

seat, with height adjustment and

inner bearings that provides pleasant

ecologic leather finish, for longer

movement.

HANDLES: textured touch and waterproof finish for better hygiene.

durability.

SUPPORTS FOR HANDS AND FEET: anatomical high-density polyethylene, and waterproof finish for

- Handles with textured touch and

better hygiene.

waterproof finish for better hygiene.

MULTISTATION
415

MULTISTATION 415

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
AMOUNT OF STATIONS: 4 exercise stations that can be used by up to 3 users simultaneously.

Dimensions

190 x 230 x 210 cm (L x W x H)

AMOUNT OF EXERCISE MODES: 30 exercise modes.

Weight of the equipment

317 kg

STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic covering.
WASHERS: plastic finish that reduces considerably shock noise and avoids oxidation.
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM: pulleys with inner bearings.
STEEL WIRE ROPE: 5mm thick and with nylon thermoplastic treatment;
WEIGHT TOWERS: 2 weight towers with loads up to 85 kg each.
GUIDE ROD: chrome-plated steel weight tower guide. Flexible self-aligning rods system that
provides easy setting and avoids damage to weights.
LOAD SELECTION ROD: chrome-plated steel rod.
LOAD SELECTION SYSTEM: easy-handling adjustment system, made in stainless steel with
anatomic knobs.

Load selection rods made in chrome-

Tow weight towers with loads up to

SEAT: comfortable foam backrest and seat, with height adjustment and ecologic leather finish, for

plated steel and easy-handling

85 kg each.

longer durability. Leg press backrest with distance adjustment.

adjustment system, made in stainless

HANDLES: textured touch and waterproof finish for better hygiene.

steel with anatomical knobs.

SUPPORTS FOR HANDS AND FEET: high-density polyethylene.
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WITH CLEAN DESIGN, REDUCED
DIMENSIONS AND FOLDING
STRUCTURE, THIS EQUIPMENT
IS IDEAL FOR RESIDENCES. IT
IS EQUIPPED WITH INTUITIVE
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL PANEL
AND NECESSARY RESOURCES
FOR FULL TRAINING
MONITORING IN THE COMFORT
OF HOME.

HOME
RESIDENTIAL LINE
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TREADMILL
544

TECHNICAL
FEATURES

TREADMILL 544

PANEL: programmable and multifunctional, with easy-operation LCD display. Speed, stopwatch,

Motor

1,5 HP

distance, caloric burn and cardiac monitoring functions.

Speed

1,0 to 12 km/h

TRAINING PROGRAMS: 6 speed programs.

Area of use

128 x 42 cm (L x W)

Capacity of use

110 kg

Weight of the equipment

54 kg

- folding structure for better use of space, in a fast and practical way.

Voltage

110V or 220V

SHOCK ABSORBER SYSTEM: elastic cushions strategically positioned.

Transport

Front wheels

INCLINATION SYSTEM: 3 manual inclination levels from 0% to 5%.

Dimensions

Open: 163 x 66 x 134 cm (L x W x H)

AMENITIES:
- 2 supports for bottles and accessories;
- non-slip stirrups along the whole area of use for greater safety.

SAFETY SYSTEM: magnetic switch.

Folded: 77 x 66 x 151 cm (L x W x H)

LUBRICATION: manual.
CARDIAC MONITORING: grip pulse sensors strategically positioned on the handles.
STRUCTURE: carbon steel with electrostatic coating, high-strength ABS fairing and high-density
polyethylene console.

Programmable and multifunctional,

Folding structure for better use of

easy-operation panel. Speed,

space, in a fast and practical way.

stopwatch, distance, caloric burn and
cardiac monitoring functions.
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